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Create a LIVE PS5 and PSVR on Twitch :â–¶ï¸� aux 2 chains.EVs Alternative vacancy for the position of moderator: there is an opportunity to communicate with opponents without payment, do not be shy. Please - treat this matter with humor, because I do not change either the castle or its contents in this castle! You are here " TERRAVOLUNTAGE " Guestbook " Questions, suggestions,
what you want to see in the post and what not; we will flood and stir up the plot Questions, suggestions, what we want to see in the post, and what we do not want; zafut and muddy on the plot Last visit: Yesterday 20:44:26 1) Possessions and number of people The lands are not very vast, because the orcs live on them. In addition to the orcs, robbers and people (and also vampires) live there.
Residents are so meticulous that they often organize searches for violating players and then arrest them. There are entire settlements of wood elves. Humans, elves and rogue elves often live separately from each other and do not interact together, while there is no enmity between them, they consider themselves one clan. 2) Trade routes and patency along it People are strictly attached to their
lands. There are small trade routes, but in most cases they can be passed either through the three villages where the thieves live, or through the Western Gate in the Sultanate. There are also those who wish to trade with the Araks. Once people went to Abula, the Big World for example. Players sometimes go from the royal caravan to the Sultanate, but this is quite rare. Most people are
engaged in trade. There are several large cities in the territories of people, in Fekant, Sur, Imanus, Alara, Barrian. Sometimes there are small towns in the territory of people. Some people live in tents. There are villages of wood elves in the forests, but they are rare. There is a small town in Barran in human lands. Diamond city is the capital of people. Traders come to the Sultanate for help
and at the same time carefully monitor that none of the players violate the laws of their states. This city was founded in the 4th century AD. Their very great knowledge in magic and medicine, so they go to them for healers. The royal castle is located in Imanusa. It was inspired by
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